
OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE FOOSBALL TABLE

The outdoor lifestyle foosball table has overcome the challenge of
combining elegance, performance, enjoyment and durability. Designed by
Cornilleau in collaboration with Stella, a French company specializing in
foosball, it boasts the best expertise of both brands. Cornilleau’s design,
demanding tests and outdoor know-how, and the playability and precision
of a Stella production.

DESIGN – DURABILITY - PERFORMANCE



Stability on all surfaces 
thanks to the nonslip
articulated feet, adjustable
in height up to 5 cm

EVERY DETAIL COUNTS
While its design is the first noticeable thing about our outdoor foosball table, its true
qualities can be found in every choice made during its conception.
Each material used and each design element serves three functions : aesthetic, playing
experience and durability. Our foosball table is both shock-resistant and weather-
resistant, giving everyone the possibility to enjoy a great play experience both indoors
and outdoors, all the while embellishing any space it occupies.

Moabi wood legs, 
an african type of 
wood known for 
its rot-resistant
qualities and its
natural durability

Gerflex playing
surface, the 
reference
material in terms
of foosball game
mat coverings

Large wooden cross 
bars connecting the 
legs to reinforce
stability

Resin laminate
cabinet, extremely
resistant

15 mm ∅ inox 
telescopic rods to 
prevent any risk of 
distorsion 

Oblique side strips
making playing
jumped balls
possible

OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE
FOOSBALL TABLE



INCLUDED ACCESSORIES

BALLS
• Natural cork balls x 5

• White plastic balls x 5

77 kg

111 cm 156 cm

97 cm

160 kg

158 cm
104 cm

48 cm

DIMENSIONS AND PACKAGING

Structure

Playing surface

Players & handles

Black

Black

Astral black

White

COLORS

Legs
Moabi wood

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Weight 77 kg

Width 1110 mm

Playing surface dimensions 1212 mm x 730 mm

Playing surface Gerflex on resin laminate surface

Cabinet material Resin laminate

Leg material Treated Moabi wood

Raw material Inox

Player material Painted aluminium

Bar material Inox

Bar type Telescopic

Bar diameter 15 mm

Handle material Plastic

Adjustable foot 3D printed (73mm x 73mm) and 
adjustable in height (5 cm)

Guarantee 5 years *

Height 970 mm

Length 1560 mm

Bolts Inox

Scorer material Plastic

OUTDOOR LIFESTYLE
FOOSBALL TABLE

* :  The 5-year guarantee takes effect on the day of purchase of your Outdoor Lifestyle Foosball table. It covers every component of the foosball table with the exception of the playing
carpet, which has a guarantee of 3 years against any deformation.
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